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BACKGROUND 
INTRODUCTION TO CHiU CHOW 
(、 Wrin River 
Anal view in Chiu Chow 
Chiu Chow music performance 
m 
Located in the north of the Delta of the 
Hanjiang River, Chiu Chow city is one of the fa-
mous historic cities. It had been the location of 
prefecture and capital of dynasties of past ages. It 
was named Chiu Chow originally in the Sui Dy-
nasty (591 AD). Chiu Chow City now governs 1 
district, 20 towns and 3 small towns and has 1,411 
square kilometers in area, and 1.24 million in popu-
lation. There are many valuable historic relics in 
Chiu Chow city, totally about 600 units and among 
them 42 are classified as the state, provincial and 
city key preservation units of cultural relics, The 
city feature is known as classic Tourist City which 
receives numerous tourists both from abroad and 
home. 
Chiu Chow has a long history of handicrafts. It is 
famous in the world for its traditional drawnwork, 
Chiu Chow embroidery, pottery, porcelain, and 
woodcut. 
With unique styles, the Chiu Chow Drama, Chiu 
Chow Music and Chiu Chow handicrafts are not 
only well received by local people, but also loved 
by overseas Chinese in South-east Asia. As its 
characteristics of sweet-smelling, thickness, fresh-
s 
ness and sweetness, the Chiu Chow cooking is 
enjoying more popularity. 
Due to its coastal location, sea transport is 
facilitated. In order to earn a better living, many 
Chiu Chow people left their hometown in search 
of better job opportunities. Nowadays, Chiu Chow 
people can be found in many parts of the world 
from South Africa to North America. As unity is the 
character of Chiu Chow people, they tend to form 
groups wherever they are. Today there is a global 
connection linking all the Chiu Chow people world-
wide. 
h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung • 
Kowloon City: Once lived with many Choiu 
Chow people 
A Chiu Chow coolie 
unloading the goods 
The number of Chiu Chow people in Hong 
Kong increased drastically in the 50s after 
the World War 2. They could be found 
throughout the territories, especially in 2 
areas: Kowloon City and Western Central. 
Most of them were the lower class of soci-
ety. As they were hard working, they were 
willing to do painstaking jobs. Many coo-
lies in the pier were Chiu Chow People. 
Some wealthier Chiu Chow people lived 
and worked in Nam Pak Hong (南4匕行）， 
a triangular area near Bonham Strand 
West Street in Western Central. This area 
was the location of the earliest Chinese 
import/export trading. Adjacent to there 
was the Triangle Pier (三角碼頭）where 
many Chiu Chow coolies could be found. 
With the economic growth of society, the 
general Chiu Chow people became more 
and more wealthy. They spread to other 
business areas, mainly in the food indus-
try. Many were wholesalers of rice and salt 
and seasonings. The image of business-
men was perceived by the public as one 
of the characters of the Chiu Chow People. 
HISTORY OF CHIU CHOW PEOPLE IN HONG KONG 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
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CHIU CHOW PEOPLE IN HONG KONG TODAY 
Local Community 
Due to their unity character, the Chiu Cow people natu-
rally form group wherever they gather. Nowadays there 
are over 20 Chiu Chow associations in the territory. 
They were formed according to the common back-
grounds of the members such as business, settlement 
area in Hong Kong or Chiu Chow and interests such as 
Chiu Chow music. 
Population 
According to the Hong Kong population census 1981， 
there were 566,044 Chiu Chow people in Hong Kong, 
which was 11.35% of the total population at that time. 
However, according to the Hong Kong Chiu Chow 
Chamber of Commerce, one out of 5 Hong Kong People 
came from Chiu Chow, which is about 1 million. It is 
believe that the true figure lies between the 2 results. 
Ethnic Identity 
According to a thesis studies concerning the dietary 
habit of Chiu Chow people in Hong Kong, the ethnic 
identity of Chiu Chow people can be summarized in 
the followings: 
Character emphasize on ethnicity, loud in speech, unity, 
hard working and considerate in spending money. 
Culture: preference in Kung Fu Tea, Chiu Chow cui-
sine and god worship 
Economic: Dominance in business sector, being rich 
The most recognizable Chiu Chow figure by the public 
is Mr. Lee Ka Shing. 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
社困名稱 
香港潮州商合 
香港潮州會餘 
潮汕三市港澳玫協 
委員购谊會 
香港九就潮州公會 
香港(丄頭商會 
香港潮商互助社 
香港潮诛塑银蔽商會 
香港潮降同押會 
香港潮安同绅 t 
香港九龍揭構同坤總畲 
香港惠來同掷會 
香港普羋同样难谊會 
香港烧平同鄉會 
香港婆蜂同碎會 
香港沒海同样将馆會 
香港湘倚食品業商會 
香港泰因進出口 
香港新加坡?1?協進會 
大捕潮州同评會 
元朗區潮州同鄉會 
深井潮州福利會 
長洲潮州會箱 
粉钱潮州會箱 
签灣潮州福利 t 
沙田潮係福利會 
香港湖係棋馆舍 
香港慈雲閣有限公司 
List of Chiu Chow 
associations in Hong Kong 
Fong Tai Hung""“jQQJj 
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CHIU CHOW PEOPLE IN HONG KONG TODAY 
Very often the Chiu Chow 
associations are perceived by 
the public as the titles displayed 
on the elevation. 
I / ？ " 
The Chiu Chow Chamber of 
Commerce is the most well-
established Chiu Chow 
association in Hong Kong. 
。 」 
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Lee Ka Sing, the most 
remarkable Chiu Chow figure in 
Hong Kong and even 
worldwide. His Chiu Chow 
accent is as famous as his 
economic achievement. 
The Yulan festival strikes our urban context by 
erection of the big bamboo frame. 
Chiu Chow restaurants can now be found in 
every district in Hong Kong. 
Today the Chiu Chow people are somehow assimilated by the Hong 
Kong culture. But they still have a strong ethnic identity. On the other 
hand, Hong Kong is also deeply influenced by the Chiu Chow culture. 
The Chiu Chow people is an interesting topic to discuss on the social 
aspect. 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
The building of the commer-
cial chamber in Western 
Central 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
HONG KONG CHIU CHOW CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Founded in 1921, the Hong Kong Chiu Chow Chamber of Commerce 
is the longest established fraternal association among Chiu Chow 
native societies in Hong Kong. 
Mission of the chamber: 
Promote business enterprises 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Provide service to the community 
Encourage education and cultural activities 
Bring relief to the poor and the needy 
Keep affiliation among fraternal members. 
History 
1921 
1945 
1970 
1988 
1992 
1999 
Association founded, named 旅港八邑商會 
Association renamed Hong Kong Chiu Chow Chamber of 
Commerce 
The existing chamber building constructed 
The first International Teochew Convention held in Hong 
Kong 
The aim of the Convention is to facilitate communication 
among the Chiu Chow people worldwide. 
The Youth Committee founded 
The first International Teochew Youth Gonvention held in 
Hong Kong 
The objective of the Convention is to boost economic and 
commercial cooperation among the Chiu Chow youth 
worldwide, and ultimately to fulfill the aim of rendering 
service to society. Participating region: Hong Kong, China, 
Macau, Northern Califonia (U.S.A.), Georgia (U.S.A.), 
France, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and Australia. 
wmi 
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CHIU CHOW CULTURE: KUNG FU TEA 
Chiu Chow people love drinking Kung Fu Tea, es-
pecially after meals. As they believe that the tea 
can help washing out the greasy portion of the food, 
thus purifying the body. 
The essence of the Kung Fu Tea lies on its hot-
ness. The tea must be drunk while it is still hot. In 
fact, the tea cup of Kung Fu tea is designed to be 
so tiny that the whole cup of tea will be finished in a 
mouthful or two. The hotness of tea can then be 
ensured. 
The drinking of Kung Fu tea is only the final step of 
the whole series of tea preparation. The whole step 
is: selection of tea herbs, selection of water, selec-
tion of tea cooker and the way to cook. Very often 
the drinker does not realize all these reality. In fact, 
the realization of the tea preparation can enhance 
the spiritual satisfaction of the drinking. 
CHIU CHOW CUISIINE 
The Chiu Chow cuisine is one of the eight main 
cuisines in China. It emphasizes on the preserva-
tion of the original taste of the food. Moreover, the 
use of concentrated sauce is also one of its char-
acteristics. 
The dietary habit of Chiu Chow people is their 
means to continue their ethnic identity. The food is 
associated with the geographical and climatic con-
dition of Chiu Chow. Through the consumption and 
addiction to the dishes, the new generation of Chiu 
Chow will have a link established to their ethnic 
origin. 
Fong Tai H u n g " " " j ^ Q H T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
CHIU CHOW TRADITIONAL ART WORK 
Chiu Chow is famous for its traditiona 
art and craft products. Many of them 
possess a lot of aesthetic value. 
The Chiu Chow textile 
The Chiu Chow ceramic statue 
r 珍 m 
The Chiu Chow Plastic dolls 
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The Chiu Chow woodcraft 
The Chiu Chow Plastic masks 
Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
POTENTIAL FOR REDEVELOPMENT 
Lack of native reference 
The existing building lacks native reference. From the elevation there is no clue for the 
public to associate the chamber with its ethnic origin. 
2. Unclear image of community contributor 
The role of the chamber as a contributor to the community is not clear. Some more 
functions can be added to encourage direct public involvement. 
3. Leader role of Chiu Chow people worldwide 
The first International Teochew Convention was held in Hong Kong in 1988. The cham-
ber was playing the leading role in organizing the activity. Likewise, in 1999 the first 
International Teochew Youth Convention was conducted by the youth committee under 
the Chamber. It is clear that the Chamber is playing the leading role for the Chiu Chow 
people worldwide. Does this image need to be expressed in architectural terms? 
4. Aging of building 
According to Mr. C.M. Kwok, secretary of the chamber, ^ 
The building was constructed in 1970. It does not comply with some of the current 
safety regulations. For example, there is no fire sprinkler in the main hall. 
It reveals that there is an ageing problem with the building. 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
HYPOTHESES OF THE DEVELOPMENT SCHEMF 
In 2001 the Chamber is go-
ing to celebrate its 80出 anni-
versary. The chamber com-
mittee find that it is time to 
further affirm the status of the 
ethnic group and to further 
contribute to society. An idea 
of an Chiu Chow cultural in-
stitute arises. The goals of 
the institute are: 
1. To affirm the status and 
significance of the 
ethnic group 
2. To further contribute to 
the community 
3. To preserve and pro-
mote the ethnic culture 
4. To add cultural「efer-
ence to the chamber 
itself 
CC Chamber 
of Commerce 
Proposition 
Q 
Land 
Grant 
Gov6mm6nt 
Architect 
Research Design Site Selection 
The redevelopment is pro-
posed by the Chiu Chow 
Chamber of Commerce. The 
land will be acquired from 
government from a G/IC site. 
丫Ulan association will act as 
consultant for integration of 
the ceremony settings into 
the development. 
Development 
Users 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
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SITE ANALYSIS 
SITE SELECTION 
SITE SELECTION CRITERIA 
Criteria 
The institute is representing the ethnic 
group. The site location should have mean-
ing associating with the ethnic culture. Ex-
amples are Kowloon City and Western Cen-
tral. There were many Chiu Chow people liv-
ing in these two districts. Till today, there are 
many shops associated to Chiu Chow cul-
ture in the areas, such as Chiu Chow res-
taurants, Chiu Chow tea herb shops. Many 
shop owners are Chiu Chow people. There 
are Yulan Ceremony held in the two areas. 
A Chiu Chow restaurant in Western Central 
Criteria 2 
The institute, apart from promoting the 
ethnic culture, contributes directly to the com-
munity by its programmes such as library and 
multi-function halls. So the institute should 
be situated near residential areas. 
Final selection of Site 
According to the criteria, a site in Kowloon 
City is selected. 
[Residential areas in Kowloon Gity 
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Map showing Kowloon City and Western Central as two regions with the most dense 
population of Chiu Chow people. 
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SITE CONTEXT 
Streetscape along Carpenter Road 
On the ground level, there are a lot of shops facing the streets. There are a lot 
of residential units in the area. Recreation space like parks and ball fields 
could be found in Carpenter Road Park, Kowloon Walled City Park and Shek 
Ku Lung Road Playground nearby. 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
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SITE ANALYSIS 
Existing Carpark: 
Proposed site location 
Existing park: To be designed 
together with the institution. 
Ha门ding back to government 
after project completion. 
The site includes a park and a car park adjacent to Carpenter Road. It is a circulation node in the area. 
3-
一 f s 
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Observation: 
The site is located at the intersection point of a num-
ber of streets, namely, Tung Tsing Road, Lok Sin 
Road, Carpenter Road and Sa Po Road. It is visu-
ally accessible from them in a distance. 
Analysis: 
The good visual accessibility is good for the function 
of a community center. When it can be seen from 
various places in a distance, its status as a public 
gathering place can be enhanced. 
Legend: 
Visual Accessibility 
Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
VISUAL ACCESS旧ILI 
LEGEND: 
Pedestrian Circulation 
Pedestrian Crossing 
Vehicular Circulation 
Observation: 
The site is located in an area with busy vehicular 
and pedestrian circulation. It is a circulation node 
for pedestrian movement from west ( Carpenter 
Road) and south (Kai Tak Road) to northeast (Car-
penter Road Park) and north west (Lok Sin Road) 
of the site. 
Analysis; 
The proposed development should integrate into 
the circulation network of the existing condition. 
Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
VEHICULAR AND PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION 
STATUTORY CONTROL: OUTLINE ZONING PLAN 
The site is classified as G/IC (Gov-
ernment, Institution or Community). 
The proposed development is classified 
as Place of Recreation, Sports or Cul-
ture. It lies on Column 1 of G/IC table so 
the use is always permitted. Section 16 
application is not required. 
The site lies near the boundary of the out-
line zoning of Wang Tau Horn & Tung Tau. 
The buildings to the south lies on that of 
Ma Tau Wai. 
Fong Tai H u n g " " " j ^ Q H T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
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Outline zoning plan showing the condition adjacent to the site. 
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STATUTORY CONTROL: OUTLINE ZONING PLAN 
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Chiu Chow people are associated with 
many of the traditional activities such as 
Kung Fu Tea and Chiu Chow Opera. On 
the other hand they have transformed 
themselves in the modern society. 
i-^i：^.'.. 
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2. BEING EXTROVERT IN CHARACTER 
Chiu Chow people, due to the coastal geo-
graphical 丨ocatin，many of them travel to 
around the world for development. 
3. B曰NG TRADTIONAL AND MODERN, HIGH ADAPTABILITY 
IDEOLOGIES OF THE CHIU CHOW PEOPLE 
Ideology: A set of ideas and attitudes that strongly influence the way people behave. 
Longman dictionary of contemporary English, 3rd edition. 
The following are the most dominant ideologies of the Chiu Chow ethnic group. 
1. STRONG SENSE OF UNITY AND CENTRIPETAL TIDE 
The strong sense of unity of the Chiu Chow 
people can be reflected from the numer-
ous association of the ethnic group in Hong 
Kong. 
jnz^ t^n I-.： 
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The ideologies of the ethnic group will be transformed into archtiectural form in the 
project. 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung""“jQQJj 
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Geometry with focus Massing extrovert to the context buildings 
PR2: 
The image of a Chinese ethnic group should be expressed. 
Elevation sketch 
Hong Kong Heritage Museum The institute of the Arabian World 
ample of ethnic culture expression 
MISSION, ISSUES. GOALS AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
The mission is to create the architecture that, in comparison of the existing one, better 
reflect the status of the ethnic group in society. 
The institution should be more inviting and integrated to the public. Moreover, the ethnic 
cultural reference and identity should be reflected in architectural language. As a sym-
bol of the ethnic group, it should bear the responsibility for cultural promotion and sup-
port other ethnic activities. 
Issue 1: Image 
Goal: 
The building should reflect the cultural reference and character of the ethnic group. 
PR1: 
The major characters: sense of unity and extrovert character should be reflected. 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
Issue 2: Circulation 
Goal: 
The building should be inviting to the public 
PR1 
The building should integrate the existing circulation pattern and transform further itself 
into a circulatory node. 
〕 
Existing circulation network 
V 
Buidling integrates circulation network 
PR2: 
The entry plaza should blend in with the neighboring residential units with intimate scale. 
r 
R M 
Entry plaza enclosed with 
comparable scale of massing 
Entry plaza with intimate connection 
to neighbouring buildings 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
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Issue 3: Programmes 
Goal: 
The building should support the major activities of the ethnic group. 
PR1: 
The existing facilities of the association building should be incorporated into the design. 
Existing programmes: 
Function Hall Library Office Space 
PR2: 
There should be an auditorium for the global meeting of the Chiu Chow people world-
wide. 
Global Chi Chow meeting Auditorium Chiu Chow People from around the world 
PR3: 
There should be a landscape garden with appropriate settings for the cultural activities 
to happen. 
Kung Fu Tea Chiu Chow Opera Traditional Chiu Chow Art 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung 
DESIGN STAGE 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
1, FXTERNAL REVIEW ON 28/10/2000 
Review Objective: 
It is the first formal review. 
We were undergoing the re-
search stage and it was the 
intention of this review to dis-
cuss the possibilities and 
constraints of the thesis 
topic. 
Design Development: 
The point of department of 
the thesis is the Chiu Chow 
culture in Hong Kong. Re-
search and interviews were 
carried out in the following 
areas: the existing Chiu 
Chow Association Building, 
the Yulan Association and a 
thesis report on the dietary 
habit of the Chiu Chow 
people from the of anthro-
pology. 
Feedback: 
The topic could potentially 
be interesting but so far the 
connection with archtiecture 
was not that explicit. The 
proposed site on a basket-
ball field in Kowloon City 
needed more justificatoin. 
Presentation Panels 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
Design Development: 
More ideas about the 
programmes arose. The dia-
grams are in 3 categories:the 
past，the present and the fu-
ture. The past session looks 
at the traditonal activities such 
as Kung Fu Tea and Chiu 
Chow opera appreciation. The 
present session investigates 
the existing Chiu Chow Cham-
ber of Commerce. The future 
session focuses on the future 
development of the ethnic ac-
tivities such as the more and 
more intense global connec-
tion. The resultant of the 3 ses-
sions will generate the archi-
tecture. 
Review Objective: 
Use 10 diagrams to illustrate 
the ideas of thesis. The dia-
grams can be concerning the 
programmes and image of the 
topic. 
Feedback: 
The formulation of programmes seemed to be logical but it was concerned that how 
they will appear in architectural form. At that moment the presentation could fit in any 
institational facilities. The uniquness of the project needed further exploration. 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung 
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4. EXTERNAL REVIEW ON 08/12/2000 
Review Objective: 
The preliminary research stage was 
ended and we jumped to schematic design 
on the site. The thesis objective, choice of 
site and the ideas on massing and func-
tion were the focus of this review. 
Design Development: 
The site was in Western Central. The 
ground level of the existing Chiu Chow 
Association Building was connected with 
the proposed MTR station. Moreover, there 
was an extension to the waterfront area 
with a cultural institution in between • The 
cultural institution supported Yulan Festi-
val and other related cultural facilities. 
Site model 
Feedback: 
There were some adverse comments 
on the choice of the site. In the construc-
tion aspect, as the Western channel 
passed through the site, there would be 
constraints for the foundation work. More-
over, the reason for extending the bridge 
was not justified. 
Regarding the building, it was sug-
gested that the atmosphere of the Yulan 
festival should be brought into the archi-
tecture by means of materials and spatial 
arrangement. Bamboo structures can be 
considered. 
•S t磁“\ . 
Building model 
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Section Site Plan Massing 
Positive comments were received re-
garding the choice of site. The arrival 
sequene was found appropriate. Concerns 
were on the elevation treatment of the 
highrise office. It was suggested a curtain 
wall design will not be compatible to the 
context. Rearrangement of the functions 
location may be needed. / Ground level sketch 
L. 
Exploration in Architectural Expression: Hi络: 
5. SITE VISIT ON 08/01/2001 
Objective: 
We visited the site on the spot to get 
more inspiration for the design. The circu-
lation, visual impact and atmosphere of the 
site can be better experienced. Different 
observations would arise from different 
observers. The participation of each stu-
dio member was critical to everyone. 
Design Development: 
The site was shifted from Western 
Central to Carpenter Road in Kowloon City. 
The final geometry form was developed -
an integration of an ellipse and a rectangle. 
The rectangle is the high rise office while 
the low rise ellipse will contain the 
programmes of the exhibition areas. 
Feedback: 
^ COKWM 
Sketch of circulation 
Floor Plan Sketch 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung""“jQQJj 
6. EXTERNAL REVIEW ON 10/02/2001 
Review Objective: 
As the design process went on, a dis-
cussion on more detailed consideration 
was expected. The issues of discussion 
ranged from thesis topic to building geom-
etry. There was also discussion on pos-
sible topic of special studeis。 
Design Development: 
The geometry of the ellipse and rect-
angle carried on. A 5 level sky light atrium 
was developed inside the ellipse to express 
the centripetal tension of the building. 
There were elements extending from the 
ellipse to allow movement of users from 
inside to outside. The high-rise portion 
could enjoy the view of the Kowloon Walled 
City Park. 
Feedback: 
The 3 sides site character have not 
been fully utilized. A stronger relation 
should be established with the residential 
units. Regarding the geometry, some com-
ments suggested that a pure form without 
any extension may better express the char-
acter. 
Some reviewers found the topic inter-
esting and expected more cultural aspect 
to be added to the design. 
For the special studies topic, a field 
trip to Chiu Chow was suggested. More-
over, as solar light can access the site from 
all angles, the effect of different shading 
can potentially be a special studies topic. 
Atrium Detail 
_ -
Full view 
Arial view 2 
Ellipse focus: spiral stair 
Arial view 
Relation with context 
Roof Plan 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
Rendering showing the structural components 
Concrete structure will be used. A steel 
truss will be used underneath the land-
scape garden as supporting structure. The 
structural grid was laid according to the ge-
ometry of the ellipse. The columns divide 
the ellipse into equal parts for future plan 
layout detail reference. 
The means of escape, vertical circulation 
zone and service shafts were concentrated 
at the end of the rectangle portion and 2 
terminals of the ellipse so that the central 
space can be freed up for more flexible 
design. 
< 
Plans showing Structural grid, means of 
eacape and service shafts 
Arial view 
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INTERNAL REVIEW OF INTEGRATION ON 26/02/2000 
Review Objective: 
The following aspects were to be reviewed: 
1. Structural System Integration Schematics 
2. Building Services and Environmental Strategies and Integration Schematics 
3. Codes and Regulations compliance demonstration 
Design Development: , 
Exploration in Architectural Expression: Hi络: 
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Review Objective: Without any de-
scription from the designer, the review 
tested how far an elevation sketch can 
communicate with the observer. It is at-
tempted to see if the character of the build-
ing can be delivered to the observer suc-
cessfully. 
Design Development: This is the first 
draft of the elevation. Some contradictions 
were found between the inside 
programmes and the proposed elevation 
which resulted in minor adjustment of lay-
out. 
Feedback: Upon looking at the sketch 
image, other studio members expressed 
their own impression about the elevation. 
The description includes the following 
words: Side Elevation 
The image sketches of the section 
were brought into a seminar on the same 
topic after the review. More general com-
ments were received. For example, it was 
suggested that in order to evaluate an el-
evation, the context of the building should 
also be considered. Moreover, there were 
also discussion on the wordings of eleva-
tion and facade. While the word elevation 
originates from the stacking up of building 
plans, facade is considered a vertical face 
added to the building. Those inspiration 
helps in the development of the elevation 
design. 
, I I , 「 一 g 
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Front Elevation 
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8. INTERNAL REVIEW OF IMAGE SKETCH ON 08/12/2000 
9. INTFRNAL REVIEW ON 30/03/2001 
Review Objective: 
This is the last formal review before 
the final one. Studio members were re-
quested to narrate the whole story again 
for consistency over the whole scheme. 
Every issue, from thesis topic to elevation 
design would be discussed and reviewed. 
Design Development: 
There were changes on the 
programme. The atrium in the ellipse was 
abandoned and replaced by an auditorium 
and a landscape garden to better support 
the activities related to the ethnic culture. 
The elevaiton was revised. The proportion 
and the massing and window sizes of the 
neighbouring residential units were taken 
into account. The elevation will express a 
stronger sense of centripetal attraction. 
Feedback: 
Concerns were on the use of geom-
etry. It was questioned twice why an el-
lipse was used instead of a circle. That 
meant the presentation was not enough to 
deliver the message - focused yet direc-
tional towards the residential areas. More-
over, there were also comments on the 
room layout. The room shape in the hostel 
area was not an effective one and required 
more attention. 
Regarding the elevation, it was found 
that the small openings contradicts with the 
claimed extrovert character of the ethnic 
group. Emphasis was on the ground level 
treatment. A welcoming and inviting ges-
ture must be delivered on that level. 
；•.:rr>i:-々  Siiii'i t丄！I 
Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
Elevation color scheme exploration 
Renderings of elevations 
Fong Tai Hung""" j^QH T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
Feedback: 
The highrise portion and the landscape 
garden requires more treatment for con-
sistency in terms of design. A same set of 
vocabulary of color scheme and material 
should be applied. 
Rendering showing landscape garden 
and high-rise portion 
Exploration in Architectural Expression 
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The use of geometry remained a contro-
versial issue. It was pointed out that there 
are in fact 2 focuses for an ellipse. So the 
most appropriate geometry to use might in 
fact be a circle. 
There were not enou. 1 
boundary of the open丨 
no respond to the di1 
open space. 
It was suggested thai 
of an ellipse plan mig 
and pure. 
It was pointed out th 
could have been an a 
the landscape garder 
arrangement could be 
There was improvem 
elevation in the aspe 
tween the highrise p 
scape garden in terms 
architectural style. 
困 
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10. FINAL REVIEW ON 27/04/2001 
Comments from the final reviews: 
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FINAL DESIGN 
1/F AUDITORIUM 
0 5 10 之‘3/f HOSTEL 
AREA 
Fong Tai Hung""“jQQJj T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
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4/f LANDSCAPE GARDEN 
UPPER LEVEL 
5/f LANDSCAPE GARDEN 
UPPERLEVEL 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung""“jQQJj 
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Exploration in Architectural Expression: Hi络: 
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FINAL DESIGN 
SECTION 
Natural ventilation: 
Stack effect is employed in the 
landscape garden. There is a con-
tinual void from the courtyard of 
garden to the openings of eleva-
tion of the rectangle portion. Cur-
rent of air flows in from openings 
and to replace the hot air that rises 
in the courtyard. 
Activities supported: Opera Performance, Chess Playing, Kung Fu 
Chow Cuisine eating, Chiu Chow Art Work Appreciation. 
LANDSCAPE GARDEN 
Tea Drinking, Chiu 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
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Exploration in Architectural Expression: 1 
LANDSCAPE GARDEN DETAIL 
Wood Panel with Decoration 
Ceramic Tiles 
150 dia. Wood Beam 
150 dia. Wood Column 
Wood Panel Parapet with 
Landscape Drainage 
Wood Floor Plank 
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Chiu Chow Kung Fu Tea 
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ELEVATION RENDERING 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
Side Elevation 
Exploration in Architectural Expression: Hi络: 
SPECIAL STUDIES _ ELEVATION AS A TOOL TO EXPRESS CHARACTER, DIF_ 
FERENTIATE PROGRAMMES AND CONTROL LIGHT 
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Front Elevation 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung""“jQQJj 
1 i i n 
l i i 
Arial Veiw 
Final Model pictures 
Close up view Side Elevation 
Back Elevation View from Carpenter Road 
Front Elevation 
mm 
SPECIAL STUDIES - ELEVATION AS A TOOL TO EXPRESS CHARACTER, DIF 
FERENTIATE PROGRAMMES AND CONTROL LIGHT 
Color Scheme 
The color scheme is inspired 
from that of the traditional Chiu 
Chow textile product. 
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SPECIAL STUDIES - ELEVATION AS A TOOL TO EXPRESS CHARACTER, DIF 
FERENTIATE PROGRAMMES AND CONTROL LIGHT 
ELEVATION OPENINGS AND INSIDE PROGRAMMES 
A— 
OFFICE TOWER: SUN SHADING DEVICE 
BLOCKIING LOW ANGLE DIRECT 
SUNLIGHT ON WEST ELEVATION 
HOSTEL AREA 
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DIFFUSED LIGHT 
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USERS AND PROGRAMMES 
RESIDENTS IN KOWLOON CITY: 
THE ASSOCIATION BUILDING IS A CIR-
CULATION NODE FOR US TO PASS 
THROUGH. THERE ARE SHOPS AND C? 
CAFE ON THE GROUND FLOOR FOR US 
TO STAY. i 
INTEGRATING SITE 
CIRCULATOIN 
霄I 
CHIU CHOW PEOPLE FROM ALL 
AROUND THE WORLD: 
WE COME TO HA VE MEETING EVERY 2 
YEARS. THE BUILDING REPRESENTS 
THE STATUS OF THE ETHNIC GROUP IN 
HONG KONG. AUDITORIUM 
CHIU CHOW PEOPLE FROM CHIU 
CHOW: 
WE COME FOR CULTURAL EXCHANGE 
ACTIVITIES. THE BUILDING IS THE 
ETHNIC SYMBOL IN HONG KONG. 
I::: 
HOSTEL AREA 
CHIU CHOW PEOPLE IN HONG 
KONG: 
WE COME TO EXPERIENCE THE TRA-
DITIONAL CHIU CHOW CULTURAL AC-
TIVITIES SUCH AS CC OPERA, KING FU 
TEA AND CHIU CHOW ART. THEBUILD-
ING IS A CULTURAL REFERENCE OF 
THE EHTNIC GROUP. 
LANDSCAPE GARDEN 
CHIU CHOW BUSINESSMEN IN 
HONG KONG: 
THE UNIQNESS IDENTITY OF OUR ETH-
NIC GROUP IS REFLECTED FROM THE 
BUILDING. 
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OFFICE 
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MEANS OF ESCAPE 
There are 3 staircases as means 
of escape for the building, running 
at the end of the tower portion and 
at the 2 ends of the ellipse. The 
lifts for the office tower also serves 
as the lift for the firemen and are 
protected by lobby from 2/f on-
wards. 
Lengend: 
Protected lobby 
Staircase as means of escape 
_ The lift for firemen 
% 
G/f Entrance Lobby 1/f Auditorium 2-3/f Hostel Area 
% 
./s “ - , •/ 
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4/f Landscape Garden 
lower level 
5/f Landscape Garden 
upper level 
6-11/f Office 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH 
F M F R G E N C Y VEHICULAR ACCESS 
EVA Routing 
The road around the site: Sa Po Road, 
Kai Tak Road and Carpenter Road can 
serve as routing for EVA. 
Fong Tai Hung"""j^QH T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
QTPI ir.Ti IRAI INTEGRATION 
The lifts pass through the 
cavity of the structural 
system Concrete waffle system 
Reflected ceiling plan of auditorium level 
A concrete waffle system is used in the 
ellispe portion for efficient loading purpose. 
A steel truss is used to support the ceiling 
of the auditorium and the floor of the land-
scape garden above. 
T h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
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HVAC SYSTEM INTEGRATION 
Lift for 
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Lift for 
/ office 
/ tower 
The building services core 
are located at the end of 
the office tower and the 
two ends of the ellipse. 
The cores include the lifts, 
vertical shaft and ducts for 
ventilation, electric cables 
and water pipes. 
Cultural \ 
facilities 
\ \ Lift for 
\ delivery 
、\ of goods 
Legend: Plan showing typical layout 丨of building service core 
Lift 
• Service shaft 
Ventilation 
Electricity 
Water 
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AHU room on roof level 
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f ^CHEDULE OF A r n O M Q D A T I O N 
The schedule of accommodat ion of the cultural institute is listed as follow: 
Ground Level 
Shops 
Exhibition gallery 
Entry lobby for office tower 
Cafe 
Total area 
Auditorium 
Hostel Area 
Guest room (8 nos.) 
Reception 
Common Activities Area 
Total area 
Landscape Garden 
Office 
Dressing Room 
Performance Stage 
Chiu Chow cuisine restaurant 
Kung Fu Tea Garden 
Exhibition storage 
Library 
Audio-visual room 
Exhibition Space 
Total area 
Office (6 floors) 
Roof cafe 
Building services and 
circulation area( 15%) of total area 
Total building GFA 
Open Space 
Total GFA= 6247 meter sq. 
160 meter sq. 
135 meter sq. 
122 meter sq. 
100 meter sq. 
517 meter sq. 
700 meter sq. 
8 X 30 == 240 meter sq. 
20 meter sq. 
140 meter sq. 
400 meter sq. 
65 meter sq 
52 meter sq 
90 meter sq 
98 meter sq 
60 meter sq. 
220 meter sq. 
140 meter sq. 
100 meter sq. 
545 meter sq. 
1370 meter sq. ! 
275x6= 1650 meter sq. 
60 meter sq. 
600 meter sq. 
4597 meter sq. 
1650 meter sq. 
h e s i s D e s i g n R e p o r t 
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APPENDICES 
1. HANDOUT FOR STRUCTURE AND BUILDING SERVICES INTEGRATION 
2. HANDOUT FOR IMAGE SKETCH 
3. PRESENTATION PANELS ON 28/10/2000 
4. PRESENTATION PANELS ON 15/11/2000 
5. PRESENTATION IMAGES ON 28/02/2001 
HANDOUT FOR STRUCTURE AND BUILDING SERVICES INTEGRATION 
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Issue 21 February, 2001 
Due 26 February, 2001 
OBJECTIVES 
It is time that you address the integration aspects of your design. Go on to 
explore and develop further! 
Your MArch Final Project shall be a comprehensive design that calls for 
your ability to assess, select, and integrate structural systems, environmental 
systems, life safety systems, building envelope systems and building services 
systems into your architectural design. 
You are also expected to demonstrate your understanding and application 
of the relevant codes, regulations, and standards applicable to your chosen 
site and building design, including occupancy classifications, landuse zoning, 
allowable building heights and gross areas, separation requirements, means 
of egress, means of access, fire protection, etc. 
REQUIREMENTS 
Next Monday you are required to illustrate with layouts, sections, elevations 
as appropriate and to produce illustrations with not less than 3 nos. A3 format 
to explain for your project: 
a. Structural System Integration Schematics ； 
b. Building Services and Environmental Strategies and Integration 
Schematics; 
c. Codes and Regulations compliance demonstration(in particular in 
terms of town olanninq and building regulations ). 
As each of your project has specific requirements and nature, the above 
indicate only generalized basic minimum requirements expected from you at 
this stage. You should bear in mind that these would eventually be 
incorporated into your Final Presentation，Design Report and/ or developed 
into "detailed studies", and addressing these at this stage now will greatly 
benefit your further works in arriving at "credible" design. Also, no doubt you 
may consider to present/ develop these diagrammatic schematics in 
electronic forms capable of future editing, development and final presentation. 
2. HANDOUT FOR IMAGE SKETCH 
ARC 6010 : 
Advanced Architectural Design Studio 
IMAGE/ CHARACTER SKETCH 义 Instructor: Bernard V； Lim 
Issue I8:00hr; 27.02,2001 M Arch 2 Studio - B.Lim Section 
Due 15:30hr. 28.02.2001 
What is the CHARACTER of your Final Project building/ architecture? 
We have moved into a stage called generally "Design Development" which is 
a time for you to go beyond functional requirement, massing, circulation 
aspects, for which you may be refining or perhaps "struggling" still; and now it 
is appropriate that we should ask more deeper questions - and one is to 
explore and declare the CHARACTER . 
Often, designers (ike to use ELEVATIONS to express the image or character 
of a building, but in fact, up to the smallest DETAILS the character of the 
architecture will embrace. This is NOT necessarily a logical or reasoning 
process, and do not "think", but express your "artistic feelings" and "emotions" 
about ARCHITECTURE. Name a few words about the character. 
You are given 20 1/2 hours[ i.e.. up to 3:00pm ]to quickly sketch boldly 
in freehand two 1:100 facade images and a few blow-up details of selected 
interesting areas/ aspects of your building, with the aim to explore the named 
CHARACTER of your architecture today. 
We shall have a brief section review later. 
Go 1000% : Experience fun and stretch your minds! 
mm 
o. PRESENTATION PANELS ON 28/10/2000 
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